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I. INTRODUCTION
 

This paper is intended toSystematically help development professionals thinkabout the work that
how projects 

women do in agricultural systems, andcan help women improve their productivity, bothbenefit and that for their ownof the larger society.
productivity Because increasing theof agricultural systems is a key concern of developingcountries and international development agencies, many development projectsare directed to this end. 
of key 

Effective project design requires identificationthe economic actors and understandingconstraints. their incentivesFailure andto do so increases the risk of ineffective project
interventions. 

Evidence has mounted over the past decade that women areactors importantin most agricultural 
are gender specific, 

production systems, that many responsibilitiesand that failure to address women'sspecific system undercuts roles ,,ithin athe degree of project success.such In some cases,omission may contribute directly to project failure.are so deeply involved in agricultural production, 
Because women 

systematically it is important to thinkabout factors that affect their functioningequity reasons, but also for 
not only for

the sake of efficiency. 
 The AID Women and
Development policy paper notes that though there is now sufficient evidence
of women's contribution to agriculture:
 

"there is equal proof that 
women are often farming
without benefit of the improved inputs and servicesrequired for a more productive and renumerationagriculture. The paradox mostis obvious in theAfrican setting, where isit estimated females do60-80 percent of all agricultural work. Yet thesesame females are rarely systematically targeted fortraining, extension, research, technology, orproved inputs. It is predictable, then, 

im

efforts to improve access to resources 
that 

and therebyto increase productivity in the agricultural sector
will need to be better directed to the female popu
lation, if goals for growth are 
to be achieved." P3
 

The analysis of women's contributionforth this of agriculturalin paper depends systems setheavily on efficiency
the arguments in justifyingvalue of attention to their role in agriculturalincreasingly clear projects. It isthat gender-specific 
economic
production analysis of foodand distribution systems can contribute significantlyimproving system performance. toSuch economic analysis
value. also has strategic
While many development professionals are sensitivedifferences to culturaland unwilling to accused of
proposing change the 

be cultural imperialism forin social relationsidips 
betweencommonly accepted that the sexes, it isdevelopment projects can appropriatelyintensify economic change attempt to 
moving the 

and move it in desired directions. Thereforediscussion of farm women's roles from a social to an economic
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basis has the advantage of perittingaccepted analytic rational discussion usingtools commonlyand arguments.women in agricultural systems. 
It pays to deliver resources toThis argument is easily understood, and onehopes, persuasive. Agricultural systems throughout the world are changing,
for better or worse, under the pressure of increasingsystems change, populations.it is prssble As 

promoting change in 
to use efficiency argumentsinequitable situations, honestly for 

as well for 
increasing
productivity. 

II. 
 An Analytic Framework for Agricultural Projects
 

This paper will provide tools forbetween current knowledge of improving the correspondence
the programming 

women's roles in agricultural productiondesigned to andincreaseframework agriculturalfor agricultural production.projects The 
"Women runs parallel toand Project that outlined inAnalysis: An Analytic Framework". The basic elements
are:
 

- analysis of women's productive activities within the agricultural

system 

- identification of factors influencing women's productivity 
- application of this knowledge to each stage in the project process
 

Each of these elementsdiscussion is addressed in turn byof the major patterns the paper. Aof activities undertaken by rural women is
agricultural 
followed by a discussion of the factors influencing women's productivity in
systems. Such factorsstrength, their include women's relativereproductive roles, to 

size andtheir accessand the incentive productive resourcesstructures they face.provides an In the final section,agriculturally focused adaption of the project cycle analysis.
 
the paper 

III. IDENTIFYING WOMEN'S
ACTIVITIES IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
 
A. Macro Data on Womens Agricultural Activities
 

Although there is increasing recognition that womenin the world's agriculture, until recently it has been difficult to gain 

are involved

clear picture of where, when, aparticipate and under what circumstancesin farm work. women 
the importance 

Although the number of micro studies documentingof women's roles has risen steadily,have tended to undercount women's national statisticsagriculturaldefinition laborof economic activity, due to of theirtheir sampling patternsinterviewing procedures. and theii 
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As the number of detailed empirical studies of women's roles inlocal production systems has there beengrown, has increasing pressure foruore accurate estimates of women's contributions to national productionsystems. A number of such efforts have been undertaken. The latest,largest and aost reliable is that of Dixon (1982), who estimated females
percentages of the agricultural le'or force for 82 developing countries.She used regression analysis on three types of national data (the 1977 ILOlabor force estimates and projections 1950-2000, FAO's 1970 agriculturalcensuses and national population census data) to arrive at the mostreliable figures for each country. For the 82 countries combined, shefound the proportion of women in the agricultural labor force to be 42%,
for Sub Saharan Africa the regional average 46%, for North Africa andthe Middle East 31% 

was 
and Asia 45%. Latin American data 
were not adequate
for analysis. There were important differences between countries withineach 
region, and indeed, within each country. Her comments on the
differences between data sets are useful in considering data collectionstrategies for 
project purposes as well as for understanding patterns of
 

women's participation.
 

Of the three major sources of agricultural labor 
force data reviewed..., the population censuses...,
generally yield the lowest proportions of female in 
the agricultural labor 
force, whereas the censuses
of agriculture conducted under the sponsorship of 
FAO yield the highest proportions. As unpaid familyhelpers and 
seasonal workers become progressively
 
incorporated into definitions of the labor force,the sex composition 
changes. More specifically,
 
contrasts between sources confirm thethat totalfarm labor force is generally larger, and women 
(and

children) form a higher proportion of the total,
when the definition of economic activity includes:
 

- farm production for subsistence only, as well as

production intended in whole or in part for sale 
or exchange;
 

- unpaid work by family helpers
 
- homestead-based crop processing, preparation of
 crops for storage, transport to markets, raising
 

small animals and poultry, and cultivating

kitchen gardens, in addition to field-based
 
production and processing activities.
 

The proportion of females is also generally higher 
when: 

- a low minimum of days or hours of work is 
specified as a criterion for inclusion in the 
labor force;
 
a longer reference period is defined during

which economic activity is to be assessed, for

example, during the preceding cropping season or
 
year rather than the preceding day or week;
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-
the survey is conducted during the peak season
of agricultural activity, especially ifreference period, iz 
the 

brief;
- respondents are asked for a secondary activityor occupationi as well as a main activity, and a


usual activity as Wall as a current one;
- the interviewer probes the specific activities,

based on knowledge of the crops and animals
raised, rather than accepting without question
the woman's definition of herself as housewife,
or her Possible assumption that farm work refers
 
only to wage-earning employment;
- the interviewer questions women 
in the household
 
directly rather than asking male household
members to report women's activities, and
- the work of children betueen the ages of 10 and15 is routinely included. (pp. 561-562)
 

The picture that emerges fromis not a complete this comparison ofdescription macro data setsof women's agricultural
inferences can be work, but somemade. In additiondocumented in to the substantial numbernational agricultural of womenlabor force data, many additionaland girls work as unpaid family labor, women 
production of many are primarily involvedthe family food supply, in 
only many work intensivelyduring the peak labor in the fieldsseason, many girls between 10 and 15 dosubstantial amounts of agricultural labor, particularly in North Africa and
the Middle East. Fin3lly, many women consider their work in agriculturalproduction to be subsidary to other roles.
 

B. Women's Roles in Agricultural Households
 

Rural women do play multiple rolessystems. in the world's agriculturalThey may be mothers, housekeepers,
processors, market women, and 
wage laborers, agriculturalentrepreneurs asproducers. well as agriculturalMost rural women make constanttime and tradeoffs inproductive resources allocating laboramong their
farming systems roles and obligations.display mixed Mostpatternssibilities, of women's agriculturalcombining production cycles for 

respon
which one sex is primarilyresponsible with crops where responsibility is shared.
 

Women are often responsible for the livestock, vegetables and tree
crops cared for near 
their dwellings.

in cereal production They are more likely to be involvedin hoe cultures
extensive and irrigated rice systemsplow cultures. than inClass also influencesagricultural production. women's participation inStudies in Bangladesh, Indonesia, and
found that Peru allwomen in more affluent farmwork and more families devotedtime cooking for hired laborers. less time to field 
systems poor women are 

Although in low technologylikely to morewomen, do fieldIn highly mechanized systems 
work than more prosperous

Europe such as Japan, Easternand North America, and Westernwomen in many prosperous 
withfarm householdsmore household technology do substantial amounts of field work.
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1. rcultural Household Production Models
 

Few people live al:.ne in rural societies.1 Intrinsirally a collaborative endeavor, with the 
Agricultural production
agricultural householdas the most common unit of production and consumption. Because of this, wesuggest that project analysis of women's 
productive 
work be undertakenwithin the hwsehold context, taking account of the activities and demandsof household members of all ages. 
 The agricultural household, as the term
is used here, is 
a kinship based group engaged
consumption with corporate ownership of 

in both production and
 
some resources 
and a degree of
joint decision-making 
among members. 
 Its boundaries
permeable and are assumed to be
to change over 
time,


macro-economic as well as under different
conditions. 
 Such a definition 
can include monagamous,
polygamous, and women-headed households 
as well as compounds or extended

families.
 

Recent economic models of the 
agricultural household have
women's productive work much more visible, both because they have enlarged
the definition of 

made
 

farm production and because they have
labor time as viewed women's
a rationally allocated productive 
resource.
increasingly clear that the home and the fields compete for allocations of
 
As it becomes
 

capital resources and family labor, the definition of the "products" of the
farm enterprise has expanded. 
Without a definition of output that includes
all the productive uses 
of household time, it is impossible to understand
correctly the opportunity costs member's
of time, and the underlying
rationality of the tradeoffs they make in allocating their time and other
productive resources among 
activities. Fortunately, this 
research is
increasingly convergent in its definition of the output of the family farm
firm. Studies 
in Nepal, Java, the Phillipines, Malaysia, 
Bangladesh,
Kenya, Romania, and the 
United States
categories for classifying have used somewhat different
the goods and services produced by
agricultural household, but taken together they include the following: 
the
 

- agricultural production: the output of crops and livestock for
home consumption or market sale; (cereals, vegetables, tree crops,
livestock, dairy products, poultry)
 

- household production: goods and services produced within the
household for home consumption or market sale; (food processing and
preparation, provision of household water and cooking fuels,
laundry, cleaning, health care, house building and maintenance)
 
-
human capital production: childbearing, child care and the
transmission of skills and knowledge
 
- self-employment in the informal market sector: off-farm activities
 

such as marketing and personal services
 

-
wage labor: paid employment whether in agriculture or other sectors
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Much of the recent farming system research alsointeractions reflectsof production and consumptiontrade-offs behaviors asbetween on-farm and off-farm labor. 
well as the

However this research hasbeen much slower to incorporate explicitly the costs of household and humancapital production in their analysis. 
 (See Figure 1)
 
2. Household Resource Allocation Stratgies
 

Several kinds 

resource 

of models have been developed to understand the
allocation choices made by farm households.
longer viewed as Small farmers are no
ignorant, tradition bound and resistant to change.
are now Theyseen to be allocating scarce resources of capital and laborrationally to achieve the greater benefit (utility) for the household.
this view they are In 
willing 

"efficient by necessity," responsive to prices,to adopt improved technology when it pays 
and 

recent household to do so. The roostmodels (Barnum and Squire 1979, HuffmianEvanson 1981) also acknowledge that 
and Lang 1982,

because farm families consume part ofwhat they produce, production and consumption behaviors
entwined and that distinctions between the two are 
are closely 

farm not always clear. Muchhousehold consumption could also be seen as productivity increasinginvestments in the health, education and nutrition of the household's human
capital. Allocative choices are constantly being made about the levels of
time and resource that will be devoted to 
each area of household activity.
Produce is processed and consumed by the
profits used to purchase inputs 
household, or sold, and theor to pay school fees.affected Such choices are
by the level of resources the 
household possesses, the size and
age structure of the household, the availability and cost of technology,
and the prices in local markets as well as the croppfng systems possible in
the environment.
 

Most household models
within them, will do first the 

assume that farm households, and the peoplethings that are necessary for survival. Toprovide their basic needs for food, water, shelter, and clothing a kind of"safety first" strategy is used 

resources. by most small farms ir allocating their
Risk reduction strategies are used to assure the household asupply of the things necessary for survival.
chosen for their Many crooping strategies arereliability rather than for maximum productivity.is necessary to If it
walk long distances to
fuel, hours of labor 

obtain drinking water, or cooking
time may be taken from agricultural and 
 householdproduction and locked into these essential activities.
 

A second assumption
deployed is that work is organized and resourcesin such a way that the tasks with the 

are 
undertaken first. Ben White, 

highest returns arein his study uf poor Javanese householdsdescribes it this way:
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"If we were to rank the variousopportunities productive
in order 
of their
labor...we returns
would expect to find that 

to
 
households
would whenever possible choosecombination the availableof activities 

returns with the highest totalto labor. 
often stop 

Thus, for example women willor reduce their
activity during 

trading or mat-weavingharvest time to take advantage ofthe better returns in harvesting.

home, Men may remain atcooking and babysitting
for the harvest; young 

to free their wiveschildren may
or herd livestock
cut fodder 
 when there 
 are
opportunities wage-laborfor their fathers, or i hey mayand baby sit while their father 
cook 

their cuts fodder andmother 
is planting rice. 
 Each household
survives on a basismultiplicity of extreme occupationaland highly flexible division of laboramong household members. 
Since the returns to labor
in most occupations can 
scarcely support an
let adult,alone an entire household,subsistance the burden ofis shared 
by men, women and
together. children
Each household's income is derived from agreat variety of sources which change constantly inresponse to available opportunities according to the
season, the state of the market, and 
even the timeof day." (p.280)
 

It is clear that allocative choices are also effected by the power
relationships 
within 
the household
convention of assuming and the community.a household utility function 
The economic 

nets in its own best interest given 
in which a householdits resources, its economic environmentand its technology obscures the fact that wnat is in the best interests of
the household may not inThe be the best interestunpaid family labor of the particular members.of women or itsincome, younger members maystatus and living standard increase theof the household,
receive an equitable share of the benefits. 

yet they may not
 

Even more importantlyhousehold for project design, the concept of thewithin the 
utility function ignores the question of how decisions are made
households. 
 Women and men
priorities may have different
One may wish to production
invest
production while the other resourcesmore in subsistancefavors cash crops, or wishesthe nutrition 
or education to invest more in 

production technology such as 
of the children. Purchases 
of household
improved stoves may compete for capital with
purchases of agricultural technology. 
The relative bargaining power of the
two sexes within the household will influence the allocation of productive
resources as much as purely economic considerations.
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In placing women within the household context therefore, we
emphasize that although mustindividuals In households
they have shared interests,also have 
separate interests, and 
they may sometimes 
have opposing
interests. The separate and opposing irterestseither of women and men may beacknowledged and institutionalized within the community, or they may
be vigorously denied. 

In many systems there genderare specific responsibilitiesproducing certain crops, for or supplying certain kinds of householdwell as responsibilities for income, asmaking certain kinds of household expenditures. Many rural households util.ze both pooled and non-pooled income 
streams. 

"Research findings for Sub-Saharan Africa, the
Carribean, South and South East Asia indicate.., apattern of separate and distinct income streams and
expenditures, where andmales females meet financialresponsibilities to the family individually
little or no access each 

with 
to other's cash or other

resources." (AID/WID Policy paper, p.3)
 

In intervening in such systems it is importantnot unknowingly undercut tnat projects dowomen's income sources, or Lessen the economicbase of their bargaining power in other ways. In systemsnorms restrict women to where publicunpaid labor in household
production, and define their 
and human capital

role as economic dependents whose interestsare cared for by the men in their household, women's defense theirinterests is likely 
of own 

Nevertheless 
to Le more subtle and difficult to perceive.it can generate profound impacts on the agricultural economy.
Jones' study of a rice production project in Camaroons clearly demonstrateswomen's strategy of withholding labor needed for household rice productionin order to force an improvement in returns to theirexample, consider labor. As anotherthe consequence of dependent women's need sonsfor whowill support them in their old age.
 

We would 
 caution project analysts that whileassumption that households it is often a usefulact in a relatively rational and equitablemanner to maximize benefits to their members, it is also important to bealert for situations of separate or conflicting interests within

household which may effect project functioning. 

the
 

C. 
Patterns of Women's Participation in Agricultural Production 
Possible arrangements of agricultural responsibilities and tasksare almost limitless. Fortunately for project analysis there do seempatterns. During the past decade to be one of the liveliest fields of research
on women has centered on factors that influence these patterns of ruralwomen's work. Economic rationality, culture,capitalism, demography, colonialism,capitalist exploitation, patriarchy, the physical safetywomen and children, and the type of cropping system have all been cited 

of 
as

influences.
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One of the most influential explanations1970. She noted that in 
W33 offered by Boserup insparsely populatedshifting hoe areas such ascultivation Africa whereis the rule,
primarily in land clearing, 

men take part in cultivation,
but women do most of it. Such areas were 

system is 

contrasted with more densely populated areas of Asia where the agricultural
that of extensive plow cultivation.tasks associated Here men perform thewith the plow, and the farmhand operations-orare some ofleft for women to perform. In regions 
them

irrigated lands both men 
of intensive cultivation ofand women must work 
in the fields
family on small holdings. to support a
In linking population density and the consequent
differences in modes of production 
to women's roles within
system she makes the production
an implicitly 
evolutionary
population pressure as 
argument which identifies
 

and technical change. 
the engine that propels agricultural intensification
The unfoldingcontrol of land and other 

of this scenario removes women fromproductive resources, thus marginalizing them,and constraining their productivity.
 

"As agriculture becomes less dependent on humanmuscular power, differences in productivity betweenthe sexes might be expected to fall. In actualfact, this is far from the case.
use Men monopolize the
of new equipment and 
modern methods...In 
all
developing 
countries and most industrializedcountries women perform simple manual tasks inagriculture while more efficient types of equipment,
operated by animal 
or mechanical 
power, 
are used
primarily by men. 
 Often men 
apply modern scientific
methods 
of cultivation 
to cash crops while 
wives
continue to cultivate food crops by traditionalmethods. 
 Thus, in the course of agriculturaldevelopment, men's labor productivity tends toincrease 
while women's more
remain 
 or less
static...The tendency towardexacerbated a widening gap isby the fact that it is cash crops nenare taught to cultivate...because men can use
of the earnings partto invest in improvement ofproduction, while women producing food crops for the
family have no cash income for improving their
farming techniques.
 

Her thesis has stimulated considerable debate.
mation becomes available, As more and better inforthe picture seems more complex, with a largernumber of factors at play. Traditional systems present more variation, and
the dynamics of change are more variable than herNevertheless, it arguments reflect.does seem clear, that there are 
systematic
regularities although they are not yet well understood. 
underlying
 

Because current generalizationsexceptions, are tentative, andit is important have numerousto understand the reality of the specific 
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systems the projectis intended to affect. Five common patterns of women's
agricultural responsibilities are described briefly below. 

1. Separate Crops. In this pattern women 
and men are responsiblefor production and disposal of different crops within the householdproduction system. Alternatively women may specialize in certain crops 
as
well as participating with men in the production of others. There may be a 
division between: 

- women's subsistance crops and mens cash crops 
- women horticultural crops and mens cash crops

- between two cereal crops such as millet and rice
 
- women's swamp rice and men's irrigated rice
 
- between women's goats and men's cattle
 

Alternatively, women specializemay in: 

- poultry
 
- vegetable or tree crops
 
- small ruminants 
- gathering of wild crops
 
- beans, cowpeas and other legumes
 

2. Separate Fields. In this pattern women produce the 
same 
as those controlled by men but in different fields. 
crps 

Such crops are usually

for household consumption, but 
some may also be marketed. This pattern is

found in West African systems where women's -fields are usually part of alarger system in which of sexes alsolabor both is contributed to the
communal fields of the extended household. In these cases there may bethree interloczing production systems, the fields of each 
wife, the

husband's field and the joint field of the extended family. (Morris, 
Norman)
 

3. Separate Tasks. In this pattern, some or all of the taskswithin a single cycle are assigned by gender. Common tasks assignments
include the following:
 

- men prepare the ground; women plant or transplant the crop. This
 
pattern is particularly prevalant in rice production and in African
 
hoe culture.
 

- seed selection and storage is done by women 
in many systems
 

- plowing is done by men in most systems 

- certain types of plant protection may be assigned to women
 

- certain kinds of harvesting tasks may be assigned by gender.

Climbing trees to harvest crops is usually male.
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- post harvest Processing and storage of cereals, vegetables,crops and dairy products are often women's tasks. 
tree 

- care of animals when they are young or sick is often women's work. 
- men and boys often supervise grazing of herds far from home.
 
-
milking is often assigned to one sex or
differs by animal. 

the other. Sometimes this
Among the Tuareg men milk camels, women milk
goats, both may milk cattle.
 

4. Shared Tasks. 
 In 
this pattern, which overlaps with the other
patterns to varying degrees, 

same crops. 

men and women undertake the same tasksSome systems on theare marked by jointnesssystems, only labor in most tasks, in otherintensive tasks such as weeding and harvesting areshared.
 

5. Women Managed Farms. TheseJure. are two types,In de facto systems men de facto and de 
even years, leaving the women 

work away from the farms for days, weeks ontc managesituations, in their absence.as in the Indonesian In someexample, men work off-farm but return eachevening. Kenyan and Japanese women manage farms during the week while their
husbands work in the city. In Nepal, absences extendIn Jamaica, for several months.Lesotho, Botswana, Yemen, Zimbabwe and the Senegal river basin,
male migration abroad 
patriarchial 

may last for years. While insystems some highlyfarm management and the investmentremain in the hanlds of older men, 
of remittances may

in many systems,effective farm managers. women become the 
but women 

Many of these farms command significant resourcesmanagers may lack legal authority to sign credit agreements andcommit resources.
 

De jure women headed households
basis. are increasingSuch women on a 
married. 

may be widowed, divorced, abandoned or simply 
world wide 

Such women-headed have neverhouseholds may represent asthe households in much as a third ofsome rural communities.poorest farming They tend to behouseholds, among theunderresourced

constraints. and suffering seriousYet there laborare many who depend on them for survival. 

In patterns 
of separate crops,
likely to be and separate fields,
responsible women
for the are
management,
production. labor, and disposal 
of 
there may 

Often the produce is primarily for household consumption, butbe significant surplus for sale.these Labor exchange issystems, common inpaid labor less so. 
 In patterns
shared of separate taskstasks, women's labor may and 
labor. be either unpaid familyOn laborfamily farms, management of this labor is likely to 

or paid wage 
household responsibility. 

of 
be a sharedControlcomplex. In the proceeds is variablecases of plantation agriculture and usually

rests or communalfurther afield and farms, managementcontrol of wages may rest either with the 
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individual worker or the 
household head. 
 For women managed production

Systems women 
are more likely to control proceeds and usually provide mostof the labor, though they may also hire labor or supervise the labor ofyounger household males. Most agricultural households display mixedpatterns of responsibility and control, combining production cycles forwhich one sex is primarily responsible with those where responsibility is 
shared or interlaced.
 

Systems vary both not only in the tasks they assign by gender, butalso the flexibility with which the tasks can be shifted. Children maytake over tasks of the parents as they mature, sons replacing mothers infield work or milking. Seasonal shifts in the labor devoted to differentkinds of production are cften linked to the agricultural cycle. During
seasonal labor bottlenecks such as harvesting every able bodied person maybe drawn into agricultural work while other work is put aside. Sometimesthis means that everyone goes into the fields. 
 In other systems women workto process the harvest and prepare meals for field workers. Women's fieldlabor may also be divided by class. Poorer women may work 
in the fields
for pay while women in more 
prosperous households 
process and cook the
 
food.
 

Figure 2 provides a particularly striking example of householdtime tradeoffs in Upper Volta. During the July peak agricultural laborperiod, the average mean hours of domestic labor per fortnight drops
200 to 50 and then to 25 as the agricultural 

from 
labor climbs from 250 to 550hours. Later, as the agricultural labor hours drop back to 100 the average

domestic labor returns to 200, with two sharp dips in October and November
mirroring brief upswings in agricultural labor demand. Non-agricultural
work-time is very low during the agricultural season and increases duringthe dry season, while livestock work continues steadily at a low level
straight through the year. 

Such a pattern clearly reflects women's transfer of labor timefrom household production to agricultura] production during periods of peaklabor demand, together with a burst of "catch up" household production time

immediately after each agricultural peak subsides. Because the data is
disaggregated by sex, rt


the other gender related shifts in 
labor allocation
patterns within the household 
are less visible, although certainly present.
 

D. Women's Roles in Management of Agricultural Production
 

Because increased productivity is rulated to management decisions,it is important to understand not only who i. doing the work, but who ismaking the decisions ebout cropping patterns, seed selection, use of
purchased inputs, use if family and hired 
labor and crop d-sposal. It is
also important to understand who is implementing the decirions, with whatresources and at what level of skill. Unfortunately, the burgeoningliterature on farm management and farming systems have gi,en scantattention to issues of gender influence on 
intra-household decision making

and resource allocation.
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By contrast, anthropological studies have consistently documentedforen's responsibilities for management of owntheir animalsiany traditional arid crops incultures. Systematic studies of malen management decisions and female influencein integrated systems are increasing numberocial science literatures. Acharya 
in a of 

amen's time. use and 
and Bennet, in an elegant study ofdecision making eightin Nepaiese villages, concluded 

hat: 

"Nepalese women are not just silent workers who take
directions 
from men, on the contrary, their
managerial role in the agricultural production
appears to be commensurate with the level of theirlabor input theinto family farm enterprise (which
is 57% for all villages averaged)...In decisions...,about the disposal 
of what is produced, and
management of household assets, 

the 
we find that inthese later types of decisions women's labor inputinto subsistance production no longer seems to have
a consistently positive effect across communities.

Instead what appears to be more important is thedegree to which women 
in a given community
participate in 
the market economy...and 
the home
production of crafts for sale...Moreover it appearsthat cultural factors affect both the structure offemale economic participation and female input 
into
the decision making process...there are, however, anumber of other 
factors acting at the household and

individual levels such as the economic rstatus ofthe household, the 
individual 
womens age, 
the

availability of child care, which also effect thestructure of female economic participation and
decision making in the household." pg. 21, 23.
 

White and Hatusi in 
studying decision 
making in Javanese
iseholds, make the following observations:
 

Women are 
often involved in production decisions,
and in significant number of cases they thearedominant influence in these decisions. Since we 
are

dealing with 
households 
whose primary sourceincome is from agriculture, 

of 
we find no confirmation

of the notion that production decisions are firmlyin the hands of "male farmers." Any researcher who
carries out farm management surveys in rural Javaquickly learns that 
men 
do not monopolize the
details of production management. Normally theinterviewer sits in the front room and addressesquestions to the (male) "farmer" in implicit 
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endorsement of the general norm that"men's business." However, detailed 
farming is 

questions on
fertilizer or labor use, yields and so on, seem veryoften to require prior consultation with the"housewife" (who may be crouching modestly out ofsight in the back room) before they can be answered:Mak (mother) how much fertilizer did we use? Wheredid we theget seed? How many laborers helped inthe planting and how much did you pay them? and so
on." pgs. 32-33
 

They also note 
that for 
some households 
the involvement
production decisions of women on
is a necessity because their nusbands
absent. are physically
Either the men are working in the fields of others or 
in another
type of wage labor.
 

E. 
Importance of Identifying the Gender Related Responsibilities
 

Identifying the gender division of responsibilitymanagement, and disposal of all types of households production 
for labor, 

to 
 is crucial
project analysis because the segmentation of control and responsibil.*ty
has practical effects. 
 Technical assistance given
does not assure its use in 
to one family me,,ber
 

household income will 
all the household's landholdings. Increasing
not necessarily make 
productivity increasing 
inputs
available for all activities, if household income is not completely pooled.
Targeting improved technologies efficientli, demands an 
understanding of who
is likely to use the technology. When labor is segmented by gender, 
care
must be taken in project analysis that labor sipply estimates reflect this
to avoid creating gender specific labor bottlenecks.
 

F. 
Developing Activity Profiles of Agricultural Households
 

Table 1 provides an outline for developing a specificprofile of agricultural household activities. 
gender

It should be recognized thatalthough some faming systems project are beginning to collect detailedmicro-level data, existing data would seldom be sufficient to complete such
a profile. Nonetheless, it is important
missing to know what informationso that a decision can isbe reached whether to invest
resources additionalin gathering data, or proceed with project design basedcertain 
tentative assumptions regarding the missing data pieces. 

on
 
the Perhaps
major value of an attempt to develop such a profile at the microis to make programers levelaware of what they are assuming and somewhat more
cautious in proceeding.
 

Such household level analysis is only useful
intergrated to the degree that isinto project level planning and implementation.aspects The particularof the household production system likely beto affectedproject should by thereceive the most attentionfindings in data collection, andshould be explicitly related theto proejct levelthe analysis throughoutproject cycle. For example, if household level analysis shows seed 
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Table 1 

ACTIVITY PROFILE OF AN AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLD
 

% of Type of Who Who 
 With What With What
Total House- Pro- Acquires Manages 2 Who
 
Labor Resources Controls
hold Time duction Inputs Production Disposal 

AGRICULTURAL
 
Separate Crops'
 
Crop 1
 
Crop 2
 

Separate Fields
 
Crop 1
 
Crop 2
 

Separate Tasks
 

*Crop 
Task 1 
Task 2 

*Crop 
Task 1
 

Shared Tasks
 
Crop 
Task 1
 
Task 2
 

Women Managed Farm
 
*Crop 1
 
*Crop 2
 

HOUSEHOLD
 
Task 1
 
Task 2
 
Task 3
 

HUMAN CAPITAL
 
Task 1
 
Task 2
 

INFORMAL MARKET
 
SECTOR
 
Task 1
 
Task 2
 

WAGE LABOR
 
Task 1
 
Task 2
 

1) FA=Female Adult, MA=Male Adult, FC=Fema]e Child, MC=Male Child
 
2) land, water, fuel, capital, credit, technology, information, reproductive rights 

*Crops indclude agricultural, horticultural and animal products 
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selection and preservation
interventions to be women's responsibility, then institutionalto develop or disseminate
account. new seeds shouldIf household take thislevel analysis into
production shows womenand marketing to be responsibleof poultry, fordairy productsinterventions in these areas should address this reality.
 

or vegetables, 

Such attentionpreserved at any costs. 
does not demand that traditional roles are to bebenefits 
It does demand that the analysis of the costs andof differing project strategies explicitly attend to gender roles,

as well as to the gender differences in control over resources and benefits
that will be addressed in the following section.
 

IV. 
 FACTORS INFLUENCING WOMEN'S PRODUCTIVITY IN AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS
 
There are a number of factorsproductivity. which influenceThey can be seen rural women'sphysical as
factors associated three overlapping constellations, the
socio-cultural factors 

with size, strength and reproduction,influencing the 
structures role ascriptionsand the institutional and family incentivestructuresof production, which affectand to public incentive access to factorsstructures.factors are most amenable Although institutional 
major to project intervention,share of this discussion, and will occupy the
influence of 

it is useful to begin by discussingphysical and social thestrength, factors connectedand nurturing responsibilities, to women's size,since so many discussionsonly begin, notbut end, there. 
A. Women's Relative Size andStrength 

Women's relativelyreasons for smaller size andassuming 
is lower often cited asand off-farm employment. There 

than men's in farm labor 
their productivity strength are 

weighting is a tradition farming systemswomen's productivity in work ofat .75 .8Chaynov, 1966). or of a man's (Collinson,Recent empirical 1972;analysissupport these of input-ouputweights. data does notIn Kenya women'sbe as high as men's overall productivity wasin agricultural found tolabor,transplanting, while in Sriin Upper Volta Lanka women's rice
cotton picking were 
women's weeding and in West Africa
all found to women'sbe as productive as men's labor in thesame activity. 

In 6angladesh, by contrast,men's when carrying women's productivityearth and rocks was lower thanfor road building.that women's and men's productivity differences based on size and strength
 
It seems likely
vary by task, and are greatest

strength for tasks that demand thein the upper torso. This view 
most body mass andPeruvian peasant is reflected in afarmers where survey ofconsidered over 70 percentthe time of men and of the respondents

weeding and 
women equally productiveharvesting in planting,by hand, whileproductive only 33 pe-rcentin hoeing, digging felt women to be aswith a pick 
or harvesting 
with a sickle,
tasks which do require both tools and greater strength (Deere, 1977). 
 The
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problem is of more than passing interest in farming systems research.Norman (1979) recommends more rigorous data collection and 3nalysis
establish realistic weight ranges for tasks. 

to 

"There is difficulty in measuring work by different
family 
members and reducing it 
to a common

denominator 
in terms of productivity. Different
approaches to this problem have led to the actif 
concept in Francaphone countries, and 
the male
equivalent concept in Anglaphone Africa. 
 The male
equivalent approach 
is often used in 
situations
where labor flow data is being collected...the 
system need only reflect differences in productivity 
per unit of time of 
labor. Arbitrary weights by
task is rarely done, an unfortunate fact which could
result in 
spurious conclusions. 
 The weighting

systems employed 
are critical in determining the
validity of the results. 
 Unfortunately, it's 
not

always clear what weighting system was employe' 
 and
why specific weights were chnsen... Weights have

been used that 
reflect diz'ferences 
in levels of
consumption rather 
 than in terms of work
 
productivity. 
 It is important to distinguish
 
...between consumption units and work units 
since

such weighting systems are 
useful for different
purposes...Relevant weights 
are further complicated

by the facts that productivity of individuals of
different sex 
and age will vary according to the
task and its urgency.... This is 
a major problem and

makes comparison of studies difficult."
 

B. 
Women and the Production of Human Capital
 

Women have a clear comparative advantage in the 
production
human capital due of
to their unique capacity to produce new human beings
through pregnancy. 
 Without this capacity societies could not continue
exist. In many cultures women 
to
 

this capacity, while 
achieve both power and status by exercising
at the same time carrying 
out a great deal of other
productive work. 
 After childbirth, 
women continue to carry out
productive this
work while simultaneously attending to the needs of their


children.
 

Although increasina amounts of child care becan delegated toothers as children grow older, a stream of joint productive work ischaracteristic 
for many women in farm households, particularly duringperiods when arethey pregnant and nursing. theOn oneagricultural hand, woman'sor market time may be shortened by the need to nurse a baby(Nerlove, 1974), or the need to attend to childrenincrease the time needed while working mayto complete a task (DaVanzo and Lee, 1978). 
 Yet,
at the same time women are also producing in human capital. This joint 
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productivity seeMs Particularly difficultstandard 	 for economistseconomic procedures. Despite 	 to handle with 
economists 	 the methodological
studying American 	 problems,
farm households 
are beginningmodels 	 to developthat reflect joint production, arguing: 

"For farm households, the possibilitiesproduction 	 for jointare much greater than for wagehouseholds 	 earning.... The wife's householdsimultaneously 	 time maybe spent preparinglistening to 	 dinner andfarm market and weather information.Farm records can be preparedchildren, and 	
while supervisingfarm and 
household
purchased on the 	

inputs can be
 same 
 trip to 
 town.
 
Much of women's work in agricultural households involves this kind
 

of double or triple layer of simultaneouscharacteristic of mother-child interactions that they are 


productive activities. It is
 
pulsed, occuring
in 	brief bursts, separated by attention to other tasks on the part of both
 

mother 
and child. 
 Such an activityjudgement 	 pattern demandsin 	 coordinating great both skill anda variety of differentCain (1980) 	 activities. Meadin 	his discussion of Asian households notes:
 

"The particular work activities of females are ofshorter duration and are more integrally linked than
those of males. Thus managerialapplied 	 skillsmore frequently 	 must beand efficiency is bestjudged overall rather than for specific activities."
 
(p. 243)
 

C. 	The Issue of Time
 
Discussion of time 
are threaded through 

and its relationship to women'sthis paper. 	 productivity
allocations of 	 We have alludedtime, medium 	 to shortrun seasonal 	 run, daily
effects 	 cycles ofof major changes 	 time usc, and long runin the economic, political or physicalenvironments.
 

The Short Run
 

the rural 
Because labor time is the primary productivepoor, we have 	 resource for many ofassumed that bothgiven the constraints 	 sexes allocate it rationally,they face. Womendifferent patterns of time 	

in most agricultural systems haveuse than men, both day by day and
seasons. 
 across 
the

managing two 

As 	noted above, women are more often engaged in joint production,
or 	 three activities simultaneously,often in the course 	 changing activitiesof 	the day. moreAcross the world, rural
women work three 	 as wellto 	four hours as urban 
Szalzi, 1975). At least three 

a day more than men in the same society (OW,reasons 
have been 
advanced 
to 	account 
for
this.
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tany household and human capital production tasks must be donerepeatedly 2md consistently In order 
to sustain life at an acceptable
level. Food processing and cooking, supplying fuel and water, caring forchildren and the sick are all activiti6s which must be done daily no matterwhat other work is undertaken. Since these tasks are assigned
overwhelmLg12 to women in rural societies, they consume large amounts ofwomen's tk and add to the length of her work day. A second explanation
is that labm-reducing technology is less available to women in all areasof their prxdlction; therefore, women's 
labor hours are longer, though
their total production may be no greater than that of men in theirhouseholds. 
These two arguments are not mutually exclusive, and are often

assumed to be interactive. 

A third argument made by an interesting assortment of ChicagoSchool neo-cassical economists and feminist scholars, argues that women'sjoint production is so valuable to 
the household that it is economically
rational for women to work longer hours. The neo-classical explanationbegs the question of the intra-household distribution of benefits from

women's work, submerging the issue in the household 
utility funct.on.
 Feminist scvlars cite 
distortions 
in labor markets and incentive
 
structures, aid women's constrained options as ways of reconciling the high
value of joinZ production and women's relative lack of benefits from thisvalue. Whatever the most convincing explanation, the fact remains thatwomen in rural households work very long hours, trading theoff value oftime used in one activity against the value in another. Women's time is ascarce resource, and its opportunity costs must be considered in project
interventions. 

The Nedium and Long Run 

In the long run, women's activities and productivity will beinfluenced by the larger forces at work in the environment. Malemigration, changes in technology and increase of production for market
affect both the control and the allocation of household resources. Demand
for women's agricultural labor may increase, decrease, or change in nature.
 
Sifts in allocation may take place soothly and swiftly, or slowly andwith great difficulty. Control over resources 
of land, labor, capital,tools, and information may shift between the sexes, as new resources becomeavailable. Aside from Boserup's pathbreaking work, until recently there,ad been little attention paid by mainstream economists in the"elationships between shifts in the macro context and shifts in the gender*elated resource allocation patterns of agricultural households. Recently,iowever, forward and backward linkages between the national economy andlecisions made within farm families are receiving more attention.
!xample, Nerlove (1978) cites 

For 
the effect of a shift in allocation of
 

'esources to human capital development:
 

...demographic changes which accompany agricultural

transformation...are a crucial element in
agricultural supply response...Many demographic 

http:funct.on
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changes have their roots in individual decisions of
farm people to make greater investmentcapital in in humanthe form of more education and betternutrition...and to have fewer children...Asmarkets improve and laborthere is increased awareness ofopportunities Outside of the agriculturalsuch demographic sector,changes alter the nature ofagricultural production, leading to the increaseduse of non-traditional inputs and to areliance greateron markets, and thus alter the naturesupply response prices and 
ofto other factors. (p.

885) 

D. 
Gender Differences in Access to Productive Resources
 

One way that agricultural
resources available development proceeds is by mak.nEfor increasing farm productivity.
productivity The mostincreasing commorresourcestechnology, improved seeds,credit are fertilizers,and information. 
redistributed, or new 

In some cases, land may also beland brought into production.irrigation Infrastructuresystems, roads such asand ruraland health programs arerural industries often introduced,may be encouraged.increase inputs arethe productivity 
Such intendedof the entire to 

productivity system by increasingof farm households, theand the individuals withi.n them. In landshort systems efforts are generally directed toward increasing productivity
per acre thruugh the use of "soft" technologiesfertilizers and irrigation. such as improved seed,In labor short systems,focus the effortson increasing generallyproductivity per labor hour through the use ofmachinery and tools.
 

Systems differ 
in the degree of access to
they permit to various groups. productive resources
 
of the current 

Often, those who control the greatest shareresources gain the largestheirarchial share of thedistribution new. Theof social power, income and productive resourcesby class has been extensively explored in development literature.
a second system of There isstratification
patriarchial social relations between 

present in many societies, that ofsexes. 
 Mead Cain 
defines patriarchy
 
as:
 

"a set 
of social relations 
with a 
material 
base
which enables men to dominate women. 
 In Bangladesh,
patriarchy 
describes 
a distribution 
of power and
resources within families where power and control of
resources rests with men, and women are powerlessand dependent on men. The material base ofpatriarchy is men's control of property, income and
women's labor. The structurepatriarchial elements ofcontrol 
are interlocking

elements of the kinship system, 

and include 
political system andreligion" (p.2 1979) 
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Systems vary greatly in the equity of their relationships. In 
many agricultural systems, household resource allocation decisions arerelatively equitable. In other systems the strong exploit the weak for
their own advantage. To the extent that class or patriarchial
stratification characterize an agricultural system, women's access to

productivity increasing resources will be constrained either by their
household's status, their gender, or both. Since women consistently
contribute well over half the labor hours in rural households, (Szalzi1975) constraints on women's access to resources systematically depress the
productivity 
of half of the available rural labor. 
 This seems
 
shortsighted, yet there is substantial evidence that in many rural systems

women have less access to land, capital, credit, technology, wage markets
and training than men 
in the same system. Effective project design must
 
identify which of these barriers to 
women's access are operative with the
project and find ways to 
deal with them, either by removing them, passing

them by, or adjusting project expectations te them.
 

1. Women's Access to Land
 

Women's access to land is generally greater in systems of low
population density such Africa
as where use-rights to land are still in

force. 
Even in such areas, women may lose access to good land as a growing

population increases pressure on the land. 
 Cleve's African studies (1974)
show women walking further than men to their 
fields in areas where
 
increased cash cropping makes more
land valuable. Palmer in Indonesia

(1980), Smale in Mauritania (1980) and Kenya
Hanger and Morris in (1973)

all document women's loss of secure access to land when the introduction of
irrigation increased the productivity of the land. Effective loss is often
 
accompanied by changes in the legal code that register all land in the name
of the head of household. 
 Such legal changes have been documented recently

in Kenya and Sri Lanka.
 

The 145 countries attending the 1979 FAO sponsored 
World

Conference of Agrarian Reform and 
Rural Development (WCARRD) recommended 
a

different course of action. The program action
of recommended that
 
countries:
 

"Repeal those laws which discriminate against women
 
in respect to rights of inheritance, ownership and
 
control of property and promote understanding of
 
need for such measures...promote ownership and

co-ownership of land to effectively give 
women with
 
absentee husbands the legal right to make decisions
 
on the land they manage (Section IV, A i,ii)."
 

The government of India has incorporated this recommendation into
their sixth Five Year Plan, and AID is exploring with the Indian governmentpossible arrangements for implementing co-registration of land title in theresettlement accompanying the Marharashtra Irrigation Project (Project 
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Paper Vol. 1 p. 43). Similiar discussions areparticipating gc;vernments 
underway between AID ind theto assure women's access landto (and water) inthe Senegal River Basin Development. (Project Paper Vol. II Sect.2, p21) 

2. Women's Access to Capital, Credit and Agricultural
 
Technologies.
 

Women's lack of access 
role as 

to cash assets which results from theirunpaid family laborers and subsistance producers,with constraints on their when combined access to paid labor markets limits their ability
to invest in productivity-enhancing agricultural inputs. Compounding this
problem is the reality that where women 
are responsible for separate crops,
separate fields, or management of the total farm enterprise it oftendifficult is
for them to belong to the government sponsored cooperatives 
 andwater users !ssociations which control distributionproduction rackages, of new seeds,water and credit. Not only is 
women's access
credit constrained by their lack of to 
to 

access mcnbershipassociations and cooperatives but their lack 
in farmers' 

of secure title to propertyoften cuts them off from other sources of credit. Henn (1982) cites thislack of access to capital as a major constraint on African women's 
use of
agricultural inputs. Since African
such a pattern is 

women are major agricultural producers,a serious constraint to increasing African food 
production. 

In spite of all these difficulties women farmers often dosurprisingly well 
with the resources they have. In
empirical investigations one of the fewof the relative productivity
farmers, Moock (1976) 

of men and womendid intensive input-output analysis of maize farms in
a Kenyan district where of farm40% the managers were women. He foundwomen equally productive per hectare in spite of the fact that the womenhad less capital and used 
fewer purchased inputs. 
 They substituted
additional labor for other inputs, and maintained productivity perthough per hectare,not hour. However, in a nearby 
area 
with a higher level of
government services, all directed to men, women's relative productivity was
falling behind men's. 
 Additional 
time could no longer compensate for

improved technologies (Staudt, 1978).
 

A complicc..-g factor 
of "women's 

is that packages for improving productivitycrops" often simply do not exist because such crops havepriority in government research and extension. low 
It is noteworthy that when
AID asked a panel of international experts to specify agricultural researchpriorities in areas that would be of greatest benefit to the world's poor,
Lhe top priority crops were small ruminants (sheepmillet/sorgum and and goats),beans and cowpeas. All 
of these neglected crops 
are
women's crops in much of the developing world. 
 Collaborative research
involving American and developing country institutions is now going forward
on all these crops, with specific attention to women's roles in their

production.
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mong projects targeted specifically to "wcmen's crops", therehave been a number of successful vegetable production projects.Gambian Ministry of Agriculture The 
set up a project to train 30 women inproduction of onion crops for export. Fertilizer and seed wereand the government purchased the crop at 

provided 
an agreed price. Within two yearsthe project grew to involve 900 women in 32 different projects, providingwomen with income and opportunities to join cooperatives (InternationalWomens Tribune Newsletter #10, 1979). In Jamaica, USAID financed women'savegetable production component as part of a larger integrated ruraldevelopment project. Here the intention was to improve the nutritionalbalance in the family food supply of poor hill farmers. The gardens weredesigned to produce year round with low labor inputs. Thirty younghigh school graduates women were trained as extension agents, and theseof 20were employed by the larger project. The gardens are rapidly spreading andvisitors from a number of Carribean countries have been trained there todevelop similiar projects. (Chaney & Lewis 1979) 

Common problems with agricultural projectsinadequate for women areattention to crop preservation, and lack of markets for saleexcess production. Both of these problems have been 
of 

successfully addressedin the Indian Project Flood, where women have been successfully integratedinto the cooperatives that produce milk for sale in the city. (WFP-1979)Because women traditionally cared for the cows, they were involved in thedecisions of villages to thejoin cooperatives. They have receivedtraining about animal care and nutrition, and general!, they are the oneswho receive payment for the milk because they are the ones responsible forthe care and feeding of the animals. 

3. Women's Access to Household Technology
 

If women's lack of capital and credit isof a serious constraint touse improved agricultural technology, it is an even more seriousconstraint to use of improved household technology. In developingcountries, low levels of household technology for the provision of water,
domestic 
 fuel and the milling of grain are particular problems (AID, 1982;Tinker, 1980). 
 Projects for provision of domestic water sources and socialforestry are of'ten justified because they release women's time forproductive activities. more
In labor-short African agricultural systemslabor-saving household technology such 

when 
as cooperative grinding mills havebeen introduced, women use them most intensely during peak agriculturalperiods, investing the saved time into cooking an evening meal after theirfield work (McSweeney, or1979) additional time in the fields (Loose,1979). By contrast, in labor surplus situations such as Indonesia, whenmechanical milling has replaced hand pounding by paid labor, the effect hasbeen to deprive poor women of a crucial source of income (Timmer, 1973).Once again it is important to understand the specific system before 

intervening. 
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4. Women's Access to Rural Labor Markets
 

In land short situations,markets may women's participationbe necessary for in rural laborfamily survival.need wage labor In other Cases women may
increasing inputs. 

to meet certain obligations or to purchase productivity 
segments. 

Studies of such markets show distinct male and femaleMany tasks are assigned by gender, women'slower, their wages areand unemployment rates are generally
higher. Binswanger in citingICRASAT's village studies in India says: 

"Males would hardly desire to participate in femalesubmarkets; male wages...are roughly 80% higher than
female wages, and male possibilities of employmentare much higher...The segmentation clearly works infavor of the males and at the expense offemales...Low thewages are attributed - by males andfemales - to the lack of 
physical strength and
stamina of women. One need only theseecarried them, loadsby and the discipline of their paddytransplanting lines to realize that the largeobserved wage differentials can 
hardly be explained

this way." (Binswanger et al 1982)
 

Projects can 
and should be designed to
wages for provide employment at fairwomen as well as menmultiplication facilities, 
in areas such as forestry, seedprofessional and paraprofessionaldelivery, agroindustrjes and other rural enterprises. 

service 

In some circumstances, women have also worked
employment opportunities. to improve their own
Many Kenyan women have organized themselves into
self-help groups that exchange labor with one another, and also hire out as
a group one or 
two days a week. Theygroup enterprises. In 1950 
often use their wages as capital fora sall group of Sri Lanken womenthemselves into the Women's Transplanting Society. 

organized 
women Every year since then
in the group travel to paddy growing areas to transplant rice for 2-3
months, moving from farm to farm. Because they assurethey have been able to bargain for 

steady reliable workan
free transport agreed wage, nutritious free meals,and a separate room fororganizing themselves the group to lodge...the women in. "By
distant from 

are able to work with security in areastheir homes, to command reasonable working conditions, and toearn important income." 
(IWTC 1979 p. 12)
 

5. Women's Access to Education and Training
 
A major factor influencingwhich women's productivitythey have access is the extentto education to 

agreement and training. Therethat education is generalincreases productivity
substantial literature (Schultz, 1979) and aexists documentingeducation the positiveon human capital development (DeVanzo 
effects of women's 

force participation (Lloyd, 1975; 
and Lee, 1979), paid laborLloyd and Neimi, 1980) and agricultural 
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production (Noock, 1973; Huffman, 1980). A recent comprehensive Indianstudy found that formal education of farm wives enhances the productivityof all farm inputs, including husband's time in farm production
(Rosenzwieg, p. 48) 

Yet according to UNESCO (1977) women compose less than one-thirdof the primary school students in the low income nations of every regionexcept Latin America. 
According to Safilious-Rothschild:
 

"Rural women have consistently lower literacy thanrural men, alsobut lower literacy then rural
womn...Educational wastage is higher in rural areas
and for girl students...Althcugh girl students show
greater rates of educational wastage than boys,
their wastage is more 
often due to repetition of
grades...girls attrition from primary school, seemstherefore to be less due to a failure to be promoted

than to withdrawing from school for non-scholastic reasons. The obstacles to rural women's access to

elementary edxation be groupedcan in the followingcategories: i) competing household and childcare
 
tasks and responsibilities; 2) competing involvement
in productive economic activities; 3) parents', and
especially fathers' negative attitudes towarddaughters' education; 4) parents' limited financial
 
and educational resources; 5) shortage of schools;6) shortage of women elementary school teachers

combined with male teachers' negative attitudes; 7)dropping 
out of school because of pregnancy or
 
marriage." (pgs. 2,3,8)
 

Remedies that beenhave suggested include rearranging the schoolschedule to accomodate cropping cycles, policies and programs to decreasethe excessive time spent by rural women in household and agricultural work,
development of day care and rotating childcare arrangements to free girls'time for school, the increased training of women 
as teachers and assistant
teachers, and increasing the number of 
 paid professional andparaprofessional women ruralin programs to establish the economic and
social status pay-off of girls education. 

Such efforts to increase the number of rural women with a primaryeducation must be supplemented by systematic efforts to increase the number
of women receiving higher education. According to AID's policy paper:
 

"Women 
who combine the skills provided by modern
education with an understanding of traditional 
values and local realities affecting women
contribute a great deal to successful development

programming. Thus, AID takemust measures toprovide access for women to training programs and 
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higher education, especially In management andadministration of the soctors...in most countries it
is the functional Ministries that bear primaryresponsibility for integrating women into theirprograms and for insuring the relevance of their program to the particular needs of women and girls."
P.8
 

This concern with the integration of professionally trained women
into all aspects of agricultural institutions is particularly relev3ntinstitution building projects that include participant training. 
to 

Care must
be taken that women are actively recruited and supported a traininga range of professional roles in forin agriculture, in toorder assureneeds of that thewomen in agricultural households will be adequately addressed byagricultural institutions.
 

E. Access to and Control Over the Benefits of Production: The
Problem of Incentive Structures
 

Much of women's productive 
economies through unpaid 

work is unpaid. Women subsidize theworld's 

household 
and human capital production.
Farm women also undertake significant amounts of agricultural labor without
pay. What benefits do they receive from this work?
accounted How can their labor be
for in terms 
of women's economic rationality?
are possible. Two expanations
One is that women are altruists. They theirderive utilityfrom the satisfaction of others, from seeing their families healthy, well
cared for and well fed. The other explanation is that womenchoice. Societies are arranged in such a way 

have little 
access to that women's independentproductive resources, to labor markets, to information, topolitical and legal rights are seriously constrained. Society permits them
only limited control of their own reproductive capabilities.obligations Theof childbearing and child raising are thrust upon them,they must labor within households to assure 

and 
their children's survival aswell as their own.
 

It is reasonable 
to assume that 
both explanations contain
truth though their someweight certainly varies between societies.American society, where In modern
reproductive control 
is widespread,
significant amounts women devoteof unpaid time to the care of families, apparentlybecause they derive altruistic satisfaction from doing so. 
 Their access to
labor markets and productive resources is great enough so that most NorthAmerican women also have independent cash incomes. 
 Nevertheless there are
significant gender differences in accessresources to the highest paying work,for the most productive investments, and 
whizh makes womensrelatively greater contribution to 
household production economically
rational, at least while their children are young.
in the developing In most rural societies
world women's alternatives are more sharply constrainedand the benefits they receive more limited.
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Whatever the range of available inventives, it is safe to say that
people will exert more effort, will become more productive in an activity,
if they can see benefits flowing from their increased effort.benefits may be in cash, in-kind, in power, 
These 

respect, or in the satisfactionof seeing others well cared for. Benefits may also 
include relief fromdifficult or unpleasant tasks or from feelings of guilt. 
Recent research documents that in societies where womenparticipate in the market economy in some way,access where women have directto cash, their power is greater in intra-household decision making,and the status of women is higher in the communities (Achayra and Bennet1982, Sanday 1973). The incidence of wife beating also seems to be lowerin such societies (Blumberg 1979). These are all benefits, over and above
the value of the cash, yet linked to cash income. Therefore in analyzingagricultural systems for possible project intervention it usefulis tothink about intra-household income flows. 

- which productive work is paid? 
 unpaid?
- who receives the pay? 
 all the family workers individually or the
head of household for the whole family?-
who controls disposal of the different household products?
-
who receives cash from the sales? the producer? someone else?
 

Intra-household disbursement patterns are also important.
income may Women'sall flow to purchase of the household's basic needs, toclothing, although food andher husband may have disposable income to use forproductive inputs well asas for consumer goods such as transistor radiosand beer. Where this is the case, the targeting of additional incomespecifically to maywomen be necessary. Simply "raising family incomes" 
will not serve.
 

Project Flood presents one successful way to channel incomedirectly to women. Women's producers are paid directly by coop.Although this income is channeled back 
the

into the family budget, the reportnotes that the contribution women make enhances their importance. The same
effect was described by Cerna in Rumania: 

The organizational and economic structure of theproducer coop has had a particular impact...byinstitutionalizing women's part~cipation and payingthem directly for farm work...The previous patternof the individual family farm prevented a wife'sdistinct contribution to its welfare from beingmeasured: this favored and strengthened the position

of the family head, who was the owner 
of the fruit

of the family's toil. 
 Now on the contrary, each
cooperative farm member's output of work 
and
 
corresponding 
forms of payment are computed on anindividual basis, whatever 
a person's family status
 
may be...This is a tremendous change which enhance.
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the partnership status of the wife, 
favors more
independent behavior of women and creates conditions
which will promote, in the long run, their equalstatus within the house. 
(Cerna 1979)
 

Such payment structures have
PVO resettlement 

also been used with success in an AIDproject in Senegal, where membershipcooperative is by individual rather than by household. 
in the productive 

In contrary cases where womenwork, productivity often 
are not paid directly for theirsuffers, especially in systems with littleincome. Women with pooledhigh levels of responsibilityfamily's basic needs, and little 

for the provision of the access

their labor and that 

to cash are forced to substituteof the children they create for the productivityincreasing inputs they cannot afford. 

F. Developing Profiles of Gender Access to and Control over,

Resources and Benefits
 

Table 2 provides an outline for developingprofile of access to a gender specificand
profile by its 

control over resources and benefits. Such avery nature has both efficiency and equity implications.The kind and degree of women's access to productivethe productivity resources conditionsof their labor, as do the incentive structures they face.The degree of control they exercise over resourcestheir ability to and benefits affectincrease production and their ability to bargainprotect their own tointerests. Because eachimplications of these factors hasfor project design and implementation, developingprofile such ais a useful exercise in clarifying assumptions. It also permits a
clearer picture of possible areas of project intervention. 

V. ADDRESSING WOMEN'S PRODUCTIVE ACTIVITIES IN AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS 
Factors that influence women's productivityin the previous section to 

have been identified
include womens differential
capital, credit, access to
agricultural land,
 

training 
and household technologies, education and
as well as to rural 


indentify the nature and 
labor markets. Programmers should try toseriousness of the barriers to women's
such productive resources and relieve them wherever possible. 

access to 
noted the Importance of identifying distortions 

We have also 
facing in the incentive structureswomen not only for reasons of equity but also because they influence
the kinds of activities women undertake and the levels of productivity
can attain. Such analyses provide theyfocal points for project interventions. 

Straightforeward 
economic analysis, when disaggregated
often provides convincing efficiency by sex,arguments for removing institutionalbarriers to women's productivity, but in order to make efficiency arguments
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Table 2
 
GENDER PROFILE OF ACCESS TO, AND CONTROL OVER, RESOURCES AND BENEFITS 

IN AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS
 

Sources of Degree of2 

Access Control 

N M F 
I. RESOURCES 

Land 

Technology 

Labor 
Production 
Reproduction 

Capital 

Education/Training 

Rural Labor Markets 

Entrepreneur ial/Marketing Resources 

II. 	BENEFITS
 

Outside Income
 

Assets Ownership
 

In-kind Goods
 
Food, Clothing, Shelter 

Information/Knowledge 

Offspring - Reproduction of 
the Group 

Social Insurance 
Care in Disaster and Old Age 

Political Power/Prestige 

Other
 

1. I=Inheritance U=Use Rights SP=Sale of Produce WL=Wage Labor
GP=Government Programs HT=Household Transfers CI=Community Institutions
 
CT=Community Transfers
 

2. 	H=High M=Medium 
 L=Low N=None
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it is necessary 
to have 	data. 
 The first step is 
specification
theproductive activities women engage in within agricultural households. It 
of
 

is also 	necessary to understand the level of resourcesthe incentives 	 women command, andstructures that influenceunderstanding 	 their behavior.can then 	be applied to each stc Thisin the projectoutline 	 of questions for addressing process. Anwomen's roles throughout the projectcycle is 	included as Table 3.
 
Such a project cycle analysis requires a dynamic
over time. 	 view of changes
Because 	projecting changes accurately with the present limited
knowledge base is a chancy business, the analysis 	 emphasizesregular 	 monitoring the need forof project effects,implementation. It 	 and flexibility in projectalso emphasized 

way 	 the need to evaluate projects inthat the lessons learned 	 such acan be accumulatedincrease 	 and thatour ability 	 over time weto design equitable and efficient agricultural
projects. 
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Table 3
 

PROJECT CYCLE ANALYSIS: AGRICULTURE
 

I WOMEN'S DIMENSION IN PROJECT INDENTIFICATION
 

A. DEFINING GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVES
 

1. Are the project objectives explicitly related to women's
 

economic and social roles?
 

2. Do these objectives adequately reflect women's needs?
 

3. Have women participated in setting those objectives?
 

B. ASSESSING WOMEN'S NEEDS and OPPORTUNITIES
 

1. What needs and opportunities exist for increasing women's
 

productivity and/or production?
 

a. In agriculture? 

b. In household production?
 

c. In human capital production?
 

d. In the informal sector? 

e. In wage labor? 

2. What needs and opportunities exist for increasing women's 

access to and control over resources?
 

3. What needs and opportunities exist for increasing women's
 

access to and control over benefits?
 

4. How do these needs and opportunities relate to the country's
 

other general and sectoral development needs and
 

opportunities? 
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5. Have women been directly consulted in identifying such needs 

and opportunities? 

C. IDENTIFYING POSSIBLE NEGATIVE EFFECTS
 

1. Might the project reduce women's access to or control of
 

resources and benefits? 

2. Might it adversely affect women's situation in 
some other
 

way?
 

3. What are the potential effects on women 
in the short run?
 

the longer run?
 

II WOMEN'S DIMENSION IN PROJECT DESIGN
 

A. PROJECT IMPACT ON WOMEN'S ACTIVITIES
 

1. Which activities will the project effect in:
 

a. agricultural production? 

b. household production?
 

c. 
human capital production?
 

d. informal sector production? 

e. wage labor production?
 

2. Is the planned component consistent with the current gender
 

denomination for these activity?
 

3. If it plans to change women's performance of activities is
 
this feasible, and what positive or negative effects would it
 

have on women?
 

4. Where there are no planned changes in activities, is there a
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missed opportunity for improving women's roles in the devel

opment process?
 

B. PROJECT IMPACT ON WOEN'S ACCESS AND CONTROL 

1. How will each of the project components affect women's access
 

to and control over productive resources such as:
 

a. land
 

b. water (domestic and agricultural) 

c. capital
 

d. credit
 

e. agricultural technology
 

f. household technology
 

g. firewood and other 
fuels
 

h. information
 

i. rural wage markets
 

j. resources in the informal sector
 

k. their own labor
 

1. the labor of others
 

2. How will each project component effect women's access 
to and
 

control over benefits such as:
 

a. wages
 

b. revenue from sale of goods 

c. revenue from sale of services
 

d. subsistance goods
 

e. social insurance (care in sickness, old age, etc.)
 

3. How can project design be adjusted to increase positive
 

effects and eliminate or reduce negative ones? 
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III WOMEN'S DIMENSION IN PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
 

A. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
 

1. Does the organizational form enhance women's access to
 

resources?
 

2. Does the organization have adequate power to obtain re
sources needed by women 
from other organizations?
 

3. Does the organization have the institutional capability 
to
 
support and protect women during the change process?
 

B. OPERATIONS AND LOGISTICS
 

1. Are the organization's delivery channels accessible to
 
women in ofterms personnel, location and timing? 

2. Do control procedures exist to ensure dependable delivery
 

of the goods and services?
 

3. Are there mechanisms to ensure that the project resources
 
or benefits are not usurped by males?
 

C. FINANCES
 

1. Are funding levels adequate for proposed tasks?
 

2. Is preferential 
access to resources by males avoided?
 
3. Is it possible to trace funds for women from allocation
 

to delivery with a fair degree of accuracy?
 
4. Do funding mechanisms exist to ensure program continuity?
 

D. PERSONNEL
 

1. Are project personnel sufficiently aware of women's 

productive arnt!vities and sympathetic toward women's
 

needs for resources and benefits?
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2. Do peronnel have the skills necessary to provide the
 

specific inputs required by women 
in 	the project area?
 

3. 	 Are there appropriate opportunities for female participation 

in project management positions? 

E. 	FLEXIBILITY
 

1. Does the project have a management information system which 

will allow it to 	detect the effects of the operation on 

women?
 

2. Does the organization have enough flexibility to 
adapt its
 

structures and operations as changes occur and 
new
 

information is processed? 

IV 	WOMEN'S DIMENSIONS IN FORMATIVE AND SUMMATIVE EVALUATION
 

A. 	DATA REQUIREMENTS
 

1. 	Does the project's monitoring and evaluation system explicit

ly measure the project's on-going and end of project effects 

on women? 

2. 	 Are women involved in designating the data requirements? 

B. 	DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
 

1. Are the data collected with sufficient frequency so 
that
 

necessary adjustments could be made during the project?
 

2. 	Are the data fed back to 
project personnel and beneficiaries
 

in an understandable form and on a timely basis to 
allow pro

ject adjustments? 

3. Are women involved in the collection and interpretation of
 

data?
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4. Are data analyzed so as to provide guidance to the design of
 

other projects?
 

5. Are key areas for further research on women's roles in agri

cultural systems identified?
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